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Introduction 
Our examiners’ reports are produced to offer constructive feedback on candidates’ performance in the 
examinations. They provide useful guidance for future candidates. The reports will include a general 
commentary on candidates’ performance, identify technical aspects examined in the questions and 
highlight good performance and where performance could be improved. The reports will also explain 
aspects which caused difficulty and why the difficulties arose, whether through a lack of knowledge, poor 
examination technique, or any other identifiable and explainable reason. 

Where overall performance on a question/question part was considered good, with no particular areas to 
highlight, these questions have not been included in the report. A full copy of the question paper can be 
downloaded from OCR. 
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Unit 4 series overview 
The candidates have performed well this series, showing a more detailed and applied understanding of 
the specification. Candidates appeared to be well prepared for the examination, being able to provide 
detailed responses, examples when asked, and using technical terminology. There were fewer 
occasions when candidates did not provide any response to a question, suggesting that centres and 
candidates were becoming more familiar with the specification.  

Areas that candidates performed well on included risk assessment, responsibilities of a fire officer, first 
aid response and hazards in a sporting environment.  

Areas candidates did not perform so well on included safeguarding, items in a first aid box and 
recognising the difference in requirements when questions ask about health and safety responsibilities 
and emergencies.  
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Section A overview 
This was reasonably well answered. Most candidates achieved the mark on the questions that only had 
one mark available, however there was a mixed performance on the questions of 2 or more marks. Often 
candidates did not achieve marks due to not noticing the context of the question, for example, providing 
answers relevant to an emergency situation when the question asked about health and safety or 
answers regarding before a session when the question asked about leading a session.  

AfL Centres can help candidates prepare for the examination by using past paper question and 
mark schemes and highlighting the context of the question and then how the answer differs.  

Question 1(a)  

This was generally well answered with most candidates stating café or kitchen. When candidates did not 
achieve this mark it was due to incorrect context, with the most common wrong answer being a 
swimming pool which wouldn’t be the correct context for spilling hot water on someone.  

 

Question 1(b)  

Answered well either with the abbreviation or full name of the legislation.  

 

Question 1(c)  

A mixed response. The majority of candidates were able to respond with manager, however candidates 
did give a range of jobs from cleaner to lifeguard, again suggesting they didn’t understand what the 
question was asking.  
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Question 2 

 AfL Candidates must be aware of the difference between an accident and an emergency. 

At times candidates limited themselves to only achieving 1 mark out of 3 due to providing one accident 
and 2 emergencies such as a missing person.  

 

Question 3 

Well answered.  
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Question 4 

Many candidates provided answers about a receptionist responsibilities in an emergency situation, not 
their health and safety responsibilities. For those candidates who did provide correct responses, all 
points on the mark scheme were accessed.  

 

Question 5 

Contents of a first aid box has been asked about in a previous series yet candidates still provided such 
varied responses, often missing the context of the question which asked about a large open wound. 
Scissors, eye pads and sterile wipes were common incorrect answers.  

 AfL Centres would really help candidates by using past mark schemes to look at accepted 
answers for contents of a first aid box – but then also being able to apply this information to different 
types of injuries.  

 

Question 6 

This was either answered well, with candidates identifying where the first aid box is and who the 
appointed first aiders are, or it was answered poorly with candidates describing what type of first aid a 
first aider might provide or training that they might need to have completed.  
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Question 7  

Answered well.  

 

Question 8  

When candidates added detail to their answer they often scored both marks available, however those 
that were very brief in their response, tended to provide a repeat of the question and just say they need 
to evacuate which are not 2 of the evacuation procedures.  
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Question 9  

Well answered with a wide range of responses.  

 

Question 10  

Many candidates achieved both marks but at times some candidates provided repeat points focusing on 
equality for all and not discriminating.  
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Section B overview 
Candidates provided more detailed answers than in previous series, with some good depth of knowledge 
and more use of technical language. Candidates continue to find questions regarding safeguarding 
difficult.  

Question 11(a)  

This was generally well answered with many candidates being able to provide examples of accidents in 
both environments.  Those candidates who didn’t score well, again tended to provide examples of 
emergencies.  

Question 11(b)  
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This was not well answered by the majority of candidates, with many often only making one point and 
then repeating it or providing an example of the same point. When candidates did achieve a higher mark 
they tended to access points 1, 3 and 4.  

Question 12(a)  

Well answered with many candidates scoring 5 marks. Those who did not score as highly tended to give 
incorrect answers for rows 3 and 4.  

Question 12(b)  

This was generally well answered with many candidates being credited 3 marks.  

 AfL Centres could work with candidates to make sure they provide ‘different’ answers to avoid 
missing marks due to repeat points for example fire alarm and smoke detectors being the same point, or 
fire extinguisher and fire hose.  
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Question 13*(a)  

Overall this was well answered. When candidates clearly knew this knowledge their answers were 
logical, clear and detailed, often scoring 6 or more marks. Some were able to correctly explain the 3 
different types of risk assessments and many were able to identify the stages to a risk assessment and 
identify control measures that Zara might put in place. All candidates were able to provide some 
examples that were relevant to the question. However, there was still a significant amount of candidates 
that did not refer to the types of risk assessments or any of the steps involved in completing a risk 
assessment. These points were bullet pointed in the question so may indicate an area of the 
specification that some centres hadn’t focused on. But for those candidates who knew the content this 
was a well accessed question. The bullet points appeared to help candidates structure their responses 
clearly, enabling them to achieve higher marks.  

 

Question 13(b)  

Many scored 4 marks, but few scored 6. Candidates seemed to fill the space by re-writing the question 
and then perhaps thinking because they had filled the space they had given enough responses. 
Weather, uneven ground, collisions and animal waste were responses that were frequent for many 
candidates but few scored 6 points.  
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Question 14(a)  

This was generally well answered describing what Steffi would need to do when first aid was required, 
showing some excellent knowledge in this area. However, for some other candidates they appeared 
unsure of what was being asked of them, providing responses about risk assessments and PAR-Qs.  

Question 14(b)  

Many candidates scored 3 or 4 marks on this question. If candidates gave an incorrect answer it tended 
to be point 2 being unsure how to respond to an allergic reaction.  
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Question 15(a)  

This showed a mixed response. If candidates knew the definition of safeguarding then they achieved 4 
marks, but if they were guessing it was easy to make an error as other words from the bank did fit the 
gaps but were not correct.  

 

Question 15(b)  
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This was not well answered in general. Many candidates were able to access point 2 on the mark 
scheme about effective recruitment by having a DBS, but most candidates struggled to give points other 
than this. Some wrote answers but were too general and more about how anyone could safeguard a 
child, as opposed to focusing on the question which asked about how Padma who runs the school could 
safeguard children that attend the school.  

 AfL Safeguarding is an area that candidates have not performed well on, on any series of the 
paper regardless of how the question is posed. This suggests that candidates struggle with this topic. 
Centres need to really work with candidates on what safeguarding is, but what it means to a sports 
leader and sports centre. Using past papers and discussing what the answers mean may help to give 
candidates a more detailed understanding and therefore enable them to provide more suitable 
responses in future.  

Question 15(c)  

This was not well answered. Candidates were not able to correctly explain how organisations may be 
involved, for example saying that national governing bodies would get involved if a child was being 
abused at home. Some candidates were able to explain how social services or the police may be 
involved. Higher ability candidates did make some good references to CPSU and NGBs which was good 
to see. Again this just proves to be an area candidates find harder.  
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